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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

ITS ROLE IN UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

A closer look at the technology driving high-quality audio in meetings
Meetings are where information and people collide. Although the technology has evolved to make it easier to collaborate with
people from all over the world, providing video and fully integrated presentation capabilities such as screen sharing and
online collaboration, one thing still remains as essential as ever to the experience: crystal-clear audio. Audio is the bedrock
of meeting content.
However, audio is up against a lot of factors that can degrade its clarity - echo, hiss, volume fluctuations from person
to person, and background noise. These are all examples of problems that can contribute to a poor meeting experience.
Even the highest quality video signal won’t make up for bad audio. That’s why it’s important that every unified
communications (UC) space is equipped with the audio technology to ensure the clearest, most intelligible audio possible.
Enter digital signal processing (DSP).

WHAT IS DSP?
Digital Signal Processing manipulates digital signals to get a desired
outcome. That could be ﬁnding a radar target amidst clutter or facial
recognition in a photo. In audio conferencing applications, it
removes unwanted noise and sound effects from the call.
The DSP system contains hardware- and/or software-encoded
algorithms that process electrical signals. It can filter out audio issues and send a clean digital signal to its destination for
conversion back to analog (i.e. the loudspeaker). In a meeting, DSP is there to manage and p rovide intelligible, clear audio to
remote participants. The backbone of conference audio, DSP can take many forms, depending on the size of the room,
performing critical functions to enable the best audio experience.

WHAT DOES DSP DO?
DSP is about making audio better, removing unwanted noise and
echoes that can be troublesome at best, and an absolute
nightmare at worst, for achieving successful, productive
collaboration. Cutting out those problematic issues, whether
hissing, reverb, humming, or other noises, takes algorithmic
manipulation that’s highly specialized to address each problem (see
Figure1).
Figure 1: Conference room environment
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Functions DSPs perform that are essential for
good quality audio:
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL (A/D) AND DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG (D/A) CONVERSION
Most DSP systems have the capability to convert analog electrical signals from microphones to digital versions via various sampling
methods (A/D conversion). Those digital signals are then processed as described in the following paragraphs. Entire textbooks have
been written about A/D conversion, so this paper won’t get into details about the process here, but it’s important to understand that
wired mics can be wired directly into many DSP appliances. Some microphone systems will supply the fully digitized signal to the
processor, all ready for processing. At the other end of the communication chain, the far end DSP converts the processed,
transmitted digital signal back to analog so it can be amplified and played out on the far end loudspeakers (D/A conversion) (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Voice A/D and D/A conversion

When meeting participants connect via audio endpoints such as phones, PCs, or installed solutions, typically a DSP’s first job is to
perform acoustic echo cancellation (AEC). AEC prevents the person who is speaking from hearing their voice being played back on
their end as an echo and causing confusion. When you hear your own voice echo in the local loudspeaker (defined as “the near
end”), someone else’s communication device has failed to echo-cancel your signal. As your voice is amplified on “the far end” (the
other meeting space you’re connected to), it’s getting picked up by the far end microphone(s) and sent back to you, played over
your speaker. What should take place at the far end is that the AEC hardware and software compare the microphone’s signal to
your own incoming voice being played out on the far end, and subtract it from that microphone’s signal before passing it on. So,
for example, when you and someone on the far end speak simultaneously, you each hear the other person’s voice, but your own is
removed from the microphone pickup. AEC performs that task. In addition, your voice can echo within a far end’s room when it
has multiple hard surfaces, such as glass walls. AEC removes your voice’s echo in the far end room from the microphone’s input
as well (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: AEC in a conferencing setup
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AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC)
Once echo is removed, a DSP provides automatic gain control
(AGC). Here, the DSP should amplify each incoming microphone
signal to approximately the same level, balancing out the difference
in loudness of the various speakers around a speakerphone. For
example, someone who is 10 feet away from the microphone
should sound just as loud as someone who is sitting right in front
of it. Without AGC, users on the far end either get blasted by a
loud-spoken person or strain to hear a soft-spoken person. AGC
adjusts the volume of voices throughout the conversation to a
comfortable level. AGC can be tremendously beneficial
for decreasing audio fatigue (see sidebar at end) (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Automatic gain control equalizes voice levels

MIXING AND GATING
Mixing and gating are functions that control which microphones are
actively transmitting at any given time to specific output channels. If
all the microphones have to feed to one output (such as a telephone
line or a videoconference device), each microphone’s input has to
be added to the output signal. This is called “mixing”, and it defines
which microphones send signals to which desired outputs.
Conversely, “unmixed” means every microphone has a separate
output channel. The outgoing signal(s) may be routed through
multiple outputs simultaneously or independently, such as the
internet, a phone line, a recording system, or a local sound
reinforcement amplifier (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Multiple input/output setup for mixing and gating

“Gating” means the system can selectively deactivate certain microphones. For example, some advanced DSP algorithms can
distinguish between human speech and noise like typing, and ignore signals from noisy microphones until human speech is
detected on it again. This behavior prevents distracting noises like typing, paper crinkling, and finger tapping from being transmitted
to other meeting members (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Output mixing and gating
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One common example of a mixing and gating setup is for sound reinforcement needed in a large area. The room is divided into
zones, each with microphones and overhead loudspeakers. In one zone, local participants will only hear amplified audio from
other zones, not their own voices amplified overhead. This is called a “mix-minus” setup (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Mix-minus setup example

OTHER FUNCTIONS
A DSP has other functions that further improve the listening experience. This includes noise reduction, which reduces ambient
noise in the microphone pickup signal and prevents it from being heard on the far end; on the flip side, there is also noise fill,
which injects noise so a listener doesn’t think the line has been disconnected when it’s quiet and no one is talking. For larger,
complex installations, DSP enables further intelligent capabilities such as master mute, which quickly mutes everyone, and a
volume control, which controls the volume level for all the participants.

Cost, Compexity

SELECTING THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR THE SPACE
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Figure 8: DSP scaling and implementation
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As the number of participants increases and the
conferencing space gets larger, DSP complexities
and costs increase. Smaller spaces with few
participants usually only require solutions that
have an embedded DSP chip, such as conference
phones, to ensure a quality UC experience.
Meanwhile, larger collaboration environments will
need a greater number of standalone
microphones and loudspeakers to provide the
best audio; this will require a discrete DSP
appliance, which has all the processing
horsepower to support the numerous audio inputs
and outputs within the room and across the
UC network (see Figure 8).

Yamaha's s olutions are designed to enable effective communications in any meeting environment. From huddle rooms up to
massive auditoriums, our solutions provide the same, crystal-clear audio quality. For auditoriums, multipurpose and training
rooms, we deliver the Executive Elite wireless microphone system, which utilizes a separate DSP, such as a Yamaha MRX7-D, to
produce a clean, crisp audio transmission. For large conference rooms and boardrooms, there is the FLX™ UC 1500 VoIP and
USB conference phone, and the YVC-1000 USB and Bluetooth conference phone; for medium and small conference rooms,
the FLX UC 500 and FLX UC 1000 conference phones; and finally for huddle rooms and executive offices, the FLX2 wireless IP
phone or Yamaha YVC-300 USB conference phone. Each of these conference phone solutions features an embedded DSP chip
that performs advanced algorithms specifically designed for producing the best audio output for that environment.
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DSP HELPS DRIVE THE HIGH-QUALITY EXPERIENCE
Audio is fundamental to meetings, and as more meetings involve a growing number of remote participants, ensuring highquality audio has become more important than ever. Unfortunately, no environment is immune to the physics of sound and
speech that can degrade the capture, transmission and playback of audio. That’s why audio can’t be overlooked. When
UC spaces are equipped with digital signal processing technology designed for the application, the audio signals flowing in and
out of the room can be fine-tuned and optimized for the best experience each and every time. DSP technology isn’t just
producing clear, intelligible speech, it’s about successful, productive collaboration.

DID YOU KNOW?
Audio fatigue happens when a person has to work harder mentally to make sense of a conversation on a call, affecting a team’s alertness
and productivity.
Research shows that active listening takes a physical toll on the body. Just like when we have to listen extra carefully to someone who speaks
with an unfamiliar accent, our brains have to work harder to distinguish sounds when they’re coming to us only with lower frequencies.
DSP technology helps combat audio fatigue by cleaning up conversation, enabling wider bandwidth for clearer tones, reducing background
noise, and balancing audio so everyone is presenting at the same volume. The result is audio that enables participants to differentiate sounds
easily and understand the spoken word, freeing up brainpower to solve problems rather than figure out what people are saying.
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